Wofford Men's Tennis vs UNCGM
Mar 23, 2019 at Greensboro, NC
(UNCG Tennis Stadium)

Wofford Men's Tennis 4, UNCGM 3

**Singles competition**
1. Nico Grewe (UNCGM) def. Julian Chousa (WOF) 6-4, 7-6 (6-2)
2. Ollie Palmer (UNCGM) def. Omar Williams (WOF) 6-4, 6-2
3. Edu Villar (WOF) def. Hugh Knapp (UNCGM) 5-7, 6-4, 6-3
4. Roger Rogowski (UNCGM) def. Lucas Cerbelli (WOF) 6-2, 6-1
5. Javi Casasolas (WOF) def. Jack Burkill (UNCGM) 6-4, 4-6, 7-5
6. Diego Losada (WOF) def. Cooper Wyett (UNCGM) 6-1, 6-2

**Doubles competition**
1. Nico Grewe/Ollie Palmer (UNCGM) def. Julian Chousa/Omar Williams (WOF) 7-6 (15-13)
2. Bryce Keim/Javi Casasolas (WOF) def. Jack Burkill/Hugh Knapp (UNCGM) 6-3
3. Lucas Cerbelli/Diego Losada (WOF) def. Roger Rogowski/Eric Whisnant (UNCGM) 6-4

Match Notes:
Singles order of finish: 4,6,2,1,5,3
Doubles order of finish: 2,3,1